Installing your new SunMaster® tanning lamp kit with Dual Zone™ technology
Congratulations! You have just purchased the finest tanning lamps money can buy. Installing your new
lamps is fairly straight forward and we suggest you read this entire guide before you start. Be sure to
test your new lamps BEFORE you replace your acrylics, to save time if you need to adjust a lamp.
Some or all of your new tanning lamps utilize Dual Zone technology, whereby part of the lamp is pink (a
6.5% phosphor) and part is blue (a 5.0% phosphor). Please note that the end of the lamp with the
SunMaster logo will always be the pink (hotter) part. The color itself isn’t what makes that part of the
lamp “hotter”, the color is used only so you can identify the different sections of the lamp. Please note
that all the lamps look white when they are not energized. They will glow pink and blue when you turn
the tanning bed on. Consult your owners manual for safety and installation instructions. and be sure to
reduce your tanning time by at least 50%, as your new lamps are stronger than the old ones.

SunMaster
Face Tanning Kit
Your kit contains both
Bronzer and Face lamps
(either Pro or Custom
series). In the bench of your tanning bed, you will install the bronzer lamps. In the canopy, you will install
the Face lamps, making sure you put the end of the lamp with the SunMaster logo OVER YOUR FACE
AREA. If your kit is a Single Face kit, you should install the Face lamps in the center of the canopy, with
Bronzer lamps to the side, like shown. If you have a Full Face kit, you will install all Face lamps in the
canopy with the label over the face area. Turn on bed to test before replacing acrylics.

SunMaster
Face / Arm / Side Tanning
Kit
How this kit is installed
depends on the number of
lamps in your bed. Note that the pink section is on the same end as the label and all lamps will be
installed with the label on the same end of the bed as your head. First install the Face bulbs as
described above. Next you will install the Body lamps, two in the front and back of the canopy and bench
as shown. Install the Bronzer lamps in the center of the bench. Test before replacing acrylics.

SunMaster
Leg Tanning Kit
Your lamps install easily
because all the lamps are
the same type. Install all
the Body lamps with the SunMaster logo over your LEGS. Turn on to test, then replace the acrylics.
Call us at 1-800-274-1744 if you have any questions or to order lotion or other products. Thanks again
for insisting on SunMaster for your tanning lamps! You can also buy lotions at wholesale on our private
and protected site: www.hottans.com with login name: clubtan and password: tan Happy Tanning!

